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Open-Ended Response Questions: Literary
Add the following statement to each question: “Support your answer with evi-
dence from the selection.”

What was one conflict ___________ faced in “______________________________”? 
 

In “_________________________,” how does ___________ connect to ________________?

How does __________ change from the beginning to the end of “_____________________”? 

What is the major conflict ___________ faces in “_______________________________”? 
  

In “_____________,” what does ___________ learn from his or her experience  

with _______________________________? 

In “___________________________________,” why does ____________________________ 

___________________________________________? 

Who do you think has the greatest impact on ______________: ______________, __________, 

or ___________? 

In “______________________________,” what does the _____________________ symbolize to 

_______________________? 

(character)

(character) 

(character)

continued

(object)

(character)

(character)

(main character)  (list of minor characters)

(character)

(action)
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In “__________________________,” what do ___________ and ___________ have in common? 
                             (character)              (character) 

How does _______________ in “________________________________” show _______________ 

for ___________________? 

In “_________________________________,” do you think ____________ gets what he or she 
wants? 

What does __________________ symbolize in “______________________________”?

Explain how the narrator’s actions reveal his or her feelings for _____________________ in  

“_____________________________.” 

Open-Ended Response Questions: Literary (continued)

(first  character) (feelings)

(second character)

(character)

(character) 
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